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Four New Homes for Spring/Summer Occupancy

Construction of Block 1 which consists of four new homes is well underway despite the frigid winter conditions. All homes
are spoken for except the Columbine end unit which can be ready for move in June 2015. Give us a call if you want a tour
through the unit. There is still time to individualize the unit by choosing finishes including flooring, millwork and colours.

Bayfield Mews to participate in two
Spring Home & Garden Shows

Visit the Model Home
The Model Home at 32 Bayfield Mews Lane remains
open through the winter months with slightly reduced
hours.
The Home is fully decorated with lots of information
about the models available and finish options. We
also have literature about the services available and
the events that take place throughout the year in
Bayfield and area.
Join us for a coffee and maybe a hot cider. This is a
good time to plan your move to the Bayfield Mews.

Nothing helps shake off the winter doldrums like seeing all
the summer delights at a Home Show. Bayfield Mews will be
showing off the project as part of the Kitchener-Waterloo
Home & Garden show March 27-29 and the Bayfield Home &
Garden Show April 24-26. Come and join us.

MODEL HOME – Drop in for a visit and a coffee.
Saturday & Sunday 1-3 p.m. or by appointment

Bayfield Mews again ranks high in the
Annual “Soup’s On” competition

Check out our Facebook page to see
what is happening at the Mews

What better way to deal with winter cold than a hot bowl of
Bayfield Mews now has a Facebook page where
soup or even more exquisite having several different soups
you can follow us and catch up with all the
to sample. In preparation for the Fifth Annual “Soup’s On”
happenings at the Mews. It is a great way to stay
competition held at The Old Town Hall, The Mews held their informed and to provide your own input and comments.
own competition. The winning soup was Grace Koehler’s Just search for Bayfield Mews in Facebook and remember
Sweet Potato and Pear entry. The Bayfield Mews went on to “Like” us.
to win third place in the People’s Choice award with Grace’s
delicious soup. Winter or summer there are a lot of activities
in Bayfield and at the Bayfield Mews.
Phase One is Nearly Completed

Reserve Your Home Soon

Choosing your interior finishes to
customize your new home can be a fun
and rewarding experience
Each of the owners at Bayfield Mews have been able to
customize the interior of their homes to suit their personal
tastes and lifestyle. The process can seem daunting at first
with all of the small decisions to make. However with the
professional staff at our suppliers the experience can be fun
and rewarding as noted by two of the folks moving into
Block One that is now under construction for a
spring/summer occupancy.
We have made all our selections now after visiting the
Lighting Shoppe yesterday. Just wanted to let you
know this whole experience was awesome and really a
once-in-a-lifetime event. We really enjoyed our time with
the ‘kitchen guy’ who was most knowledgeable in his
field and very helpful in the decision making. Our
designer at the flooring store enabled us to make the
proper choices with her expert opinions, and the last on
our list—the Lighting Shoppe which we found incredible
and the choices overwhelming, but was able to focus on
the task at hand with their help.
John R. & Shari K.

Contact Information:

While the number of homes remaining is limited, many
options are available to meet your timelines for moving to
the Bayfield Mews.
One unit remains in the Block 1 which is now under
construction. The Columbine is an end unit and can be
ready to move in spring 2015.
Construction of Block 4 will begin in the spring. Only one
unit remains unreserved in that block. At this point until we
complete the building permit drawings you can choose from
any of our models for your new home. The block is located
in one of the more desirable locations overlooking the
central commons, pond and water fountain. You will also
have a front row seat from your patio to watch the remote
control boat races and other events.
Block 2 is our last remaining block in Phase One. The units
that will be included in this block will be two Daisy models,
a Columbine model, and a Rosewood.
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